For rodents, olfaction is essential for locating food, recognizing mates and competitors, 20 avoiding predators, and navigating their environment. It is thought that rodents may have 21 expanded olfactory receptor repertoires in order to specialize in olfactory behavior. Despite 22 being the largest clade of mammals and depending on olfaction relatively little work has 23 documented olfactory repertoires outside of the conventional laboratory mice and rats. Here we 24 report the olfactory receptor repertoire of the African giant pouched rat (Cricetomys ansorgei), a 25 Muroid rodent distantly related to mice and rats. The African giant pouched rat is notable for its 26 large cortex and olfactory bulbs relative to its body size compared to other sympatric rodents, 27 which suggests anatomical elaboration of olfactory capabilities. We hypothesized that in addition 28 to anatomical elaboration for olfaction, these pouched rats might also have an expanded olfactory 29 receptor repertoire to enable their olfactory behavior. We examined the composition of the 30 olfactory receptor repertoire to better understand how their sensory capabilities have evolved. 31 We identified 1145 functional olfactory genes, and 260 additional pseudogenes within 301 32 subfamilies from the African giant pouched rat genome. This repertoire is similar to mice and 33 rats in terms of size, pseudogene percentage and number of subfamilies. Analyses of olfactory 34 receptor gene trees revealed that the pouched rat has 6 expansions in different subfamilies 35 compared to mice, rats and squirrels. We identified 99 orthologous genes conserved among 4 36 rodent species and an additional 167 conserved genes within the Muroid rodents. The 37 orthologous genes shared within Muroidea suggests that there may be a conserved Muroid-38 specific olfactory receptor repertoire. We also note that the description of this repertoire can 39 serve as a complement to other studies of rodent olfaction, as the pouched rat is an outgroup 3 40 within Muroidea. Thus, our data suggest that African giant pouched rats are capable of both 41 natural and trained olfactory behaviors with a typical Muriod olfactory receptor repertoire. 42 Keywords 43 Olfactory receptor -olfaction -rodent orthology -functional expansion 44 Introduction 45
We produced a phylogenetic tree using the 1145 putative functional pouched rat OR 174 sequences located during the manual pipeline search using MAFFT (L-INS-I method) for 175 sequence alignment and RAxML to produce an unrooted tree with 1000 bootstraps using the 176 PROTCATJTTF option. We then used the method described by Zhang and Firestein (2002) , to 177 determine family categorization, by > 50% bootstrap support and 40% protein identity.
178 Subfamilies were defined as >50% bootstrap support and 60% protein identity (48). Protein 179 identity was determined through a BLASTP pairwise-comparison. To determine clades, high 180 bootstrap support is typically used (44), the pouched rat olfactory repertoire separated into two 181 clades with 76 and 71% bootstrap support.
182 183 Comparative rodent OR phylogenetic tree 184 We used a MAFFT alignment (L-INS-I method) and RaxML to produce an unrooted tree 185 with 500 bootstraps using the PROTCATJTTF option to compare the 1145 OR protein 186 sequences of mouse, rat, squirrel, and pouched rat. This comparative rodent OR phylogenetic 187 tree was used for examination of expansions and orthology.
188
Expansions within gene families 189 We used the rodent OR phylogenetic tree to identify pouched rat-specific expansions. We 190 compared pouched rat functional gene distributions (number of genes in the subfamily) and
191 compared this to the most similar mouse, rat, and squirrel genes. For each noted expansion, we 192 located the most closely related mouse OR gene and identified its subfamily group to determine 193 if there were potential identified ligands within the mouse OR subfamily.
194

Orthologous ORs
195
Using the rodent tree created from protein sequences, we examined the branching to 196 identify orthologous ORs among pouched rats and squirrel, mouse, and rat. We enumerated 197 instances where two paralogs (from any of the rodent species) were indicated in the tree. For 198 larger numbers of paralogs (i.e. larger expansions), we did not include these in paralog or 199 ortholog enumeration. The structure of branching for each ortholog group was recorded and 200 compared to shared sequence identity. We then calculated the shared sequence identity for each 201 ortholog compared to the pouched rat for each group.
202
203 Clustering within the genome 204 We analyzed the relative positions of the putative functional pouched rat ORs obtained 205 from the manual similarity-pipeline, by grouping gene clusters according to positional proximity.
206 The pouched rat genome was parsed into a custom BLAST database (using makeblastdb (49)), 207 which allowed for a conservative estimate of physical clustering -as sequences within the same 208 parsed cluster of the genome would be physically clustered in a chromosome. OR genes were 209 considered 'clustered' when they were located within the same sequence identifier.
211 Results
212
We identified 1145 functional pouched rat ORs from the pouched rat genome using our 213 manual pipeline method, which is similarly-sized compared to repertoires of mouse and rat (S2-214 S3 files). The manual pipeline method and ORA method described similar numbers of ORs, and 11 215 details of the ORA method and results are available in the supplement (S1 File). We identified 216 260 pseudogenes with the manual pipeline method.
217
The pouched rat has similar numbers of clades, pseudogenes, or truncated genes to mice 218 and rats, and has a relatively similar number of subfamilies to most other species using the 219 manual pipeline search method (Table 1 , Fig 2, S4 file) . The pouched rat has similar numbers of functional and pseudogenes (Fig 3) compared to 229 other rodents, and similar numbers of subfamilies to mice ( To compare pouched rat subfamilies with other species, we produced a gene tree using 242 the sequences identified during manual pipeline search (Fig 4; S5 File) , which illustrates that for 243 most mouse, rat, and squirrel ORs subfamilies, there is at least one pouched rat OR (A tree using 244 sequences from the ORA was visually similar in structure, and is provided in the supplement: S6 271 We found that many pouched rat genes were orthologous to mouse, rat, and squirrel OR 272 genes, using the tree in The average similarities of the associated pouched rat gene to these orthologous genes 281 were 92.4% for mouse, 91.9% for rat, and 86.1% for squirrel. However, in other locations we 282 observed potentially paralogous ORs, and there were multiple pouched rat ORs for one rat, 283 mouse, or squirrel OR. For example, Pouchie948 associated with rat olr1356, mouse olfr15, and 284 OR2C1 (squirrel) (Fig 5a) . We found a total of 33 locations on the gene tree where either the 285 pouched rat, mouse, rat, or squirrel had two paralogous genes. For 1-to-1 orthology of mouse, 286 rat, squirrel, and pouched rat, the most typical pattern (75/99) observed included the mouse and 287 rat being most closely aligned, followed by the pouched rat gene, then the squirrel OR gene (Fig   288 5b) .
289
In 33 instances, one or more of the species had a paralogous gene. These paralogous 290 groupings were also very similar, with the pouched rat genes sharing an average of 91.9% 291 sequence similarity to mouse, 91.0% to rat, and 86.2% to squirrel. In 8 cases, there were two 292 paralogous pouched rat OR genes; which had an average pairwise sequence similarity of 97.1%, 293 suggesting a recent duplication of these genes within the pouched rat lineage 294 166 of 1145 pouched rat genes had 1-to-1 orthology with mouse and rat; all three species 295 are in the Muroidea superfamily. 146 of these orthologies followed the predicted pattern of 296 mouse and rat being closely aligned, followed by the pouched rat gene. Comparatively, there 17 297 were an additional 44 mouse-pouched rat orthologous genes, 19 rat-pouched rat orthologous 298 genes, and 4 squirrel-pouched rat orthologous genes (Fig 6) . There were 14 cases of squirrel-299 mouse-rat orthologous genes. These latter patterns are consistent with differential loss of genes 300 across rodent lineages. We examined physical clustering of the ORs based on the locations of the sequences 314 within the gene scaffolds. We found that there were 173 clusters of ORs comprising 644 of the 315 1145 ORs. All but 50 of these clusters contained ORs that were clustered completely within a 316 family group. The largest clusters contained 12 and 13 sequences (Table 5) . We examined where these large clusters were located to determine if the expansions were 320 due to potential duplication events in the genome. 20 of these clusters were located either 321 entirely or partially within these large expansions ( Table 6 ). All of the expansions contained at 322 least one cluster of ORs, supporting the hypothesis that expansions may be partially due to 323 tandem duplications of OR genes. The olfactory receptor repertoire of the pouched rat is similar to rat and mouse olfactory 330 receptor repertoires but has several lineage-specific expansions. We have shown that these 331 expansions are partially attributable to physically clustered OR genes in the genome, suggesting 332 a role of tandemly arrayed gene duplications in generating additional OR diversity, as has been 333 seen other species (52,55,56). Pouched rats were similar in olfactory repertoire size and 334 pseudogene composition to mice, and rats ( 352 We did not find any evidence that the size of the olfactory subgenome or the number of 353 subfamilies in pouched rat differed substantially from other rodents. The ratio of functional 354 genes to pseudogenes using the manual pipeline search was also similar. It is unclear whether 355 pouched rat pseudogenes may have a retained function (47), or have a loss of function.
356
As has been reported for other species, lineage-specific expansions tend to occur in 357 tandemly-arrayed clusters (51,52,57). Tandemly-arrayed gene expansions are indicative of a 358 series of gene duplications. We combined overlapping sequences and eliminated duplicates 359 during analysis which could influence the detection of these tandem duplications. Identical 360 sequences within different contigs were eliminated, as we interpreted these as artifacts from 361 assembly. Thus, the number of expansions was conservatively calculated, and future genome
